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Observation of discrete energy states of weakly confined vibron
in solid parahydrogen

Hiroyuki Katsuki, Toshihiro Nakamura,a) and Takamasa Momoseb)

Department of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science, Kyoto University, and Japan Science and
Technology Corporation (JST), Kyoto 606-8502, Japan

~Received 10 December 2001; accepted 5 March 2002!

The first overtone pure vibrationalQ2~0! @v52←0, J50←0# transition of solid parahydrogen was
studied using high-resolution laser spectroscopy. The absorption spectrum exhibits extremely
narrow linewidths~20 MHz full-width-at-half-maximum!, which allowed us to observe rich spectral
structure in the transition. Part of the structure is attributed to theM sublevel splitting of
orthohydrogen that induces dipole moments on surrounding parahydrogen molecules, but the finer
spectral structure is due to vibron hopping of thev52 excited state of parahydrogen molecules. The
Stark field of the orthohydrogen localizes the vibron on a finite number of parahydrogen molecules,
which results in the discrete vibron states. From the analysis of the spectral structure, the vibron
hopping frequency of thev52 state is determined to be2114 MHz. It is also found that the spectral
structure cannot be explained completely unless the quantum nature of solid hydrogen is taken into
account for the analysis. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1472517#

I. INTRODUCTION

The optical interaction of atoms and molecules in the
condensed phase is intrinsically different form those in the
gas phase. In the gas phase, atoms and molecules are well
separated from each other so that they interact with electro-
magnetic radiation independently. On the other hand, due to
the proximity of neighboring particles in the condensed
phase compared with the wavelength of optical radiation, it
happens quite often that many atoms and molecules interact
with one photon simultaneously. The simultaneous excitation
of multiple atoms and molecules by one photon is a charac-
teristic feature of the optical interaction of the condensed
phase.

An excited state in the condensed phase hops from one
atom/molecule to others due to interatomic/molecular inter-
actions. The eigenstate becomes delocalized, which results in
a finite width of the energy state. The width of the energy
corresponds to the strength of the interaction between nearest
neighboring pairs, or it roughly reflects the frequency of the
hopping of the excited state in the system. The energy band
is filled with an infinite number of states when the excited
state is delocalized over the infinite number of the constitu-
ent particles. Conversely, when the delocalization is limited
to a finite number of the constituent particles, the energy
state becomes discrete. Nevertheless, the spectral structure
that originates in the discrete energy levels has rarely been
observed spectroscopically, though many excited states in the
condensed phase are considered to be partially delocalized.
The reason is due to the inherent broadness of optical tran-
sitions in the condensed phase. Because of the strong inter-

action and proximity between particles as well as the imper-
fections of solid or liquid structure, both homogeneous and
inhomogeneous broadening in the condensed phase is, in
general, too large to observe such spectral structure explic-
itly.

Solid parahydrogen, however, is an exception to this
generalization. Solid hydrogen is the simplest and most fun-
damental molecular crystal.1 Since intermolecular interaction
between hydrogen molecules is extremely weak compared
with its rotational energy level spacings, each hydrogen
molecule exhibits almost free rovibrational motion re-
taining the rotational quantum numberJ as a good quantum
number. Optical transitions to such quantized rotation-
vibration states have been found to exhibit extremely sharp
linewidth. After the pioneering work of Hardyet al., on the
high-resolution microwave absorption spectroscopy of solid
parahydrogen,2–6 various transitions have been studied with
high-resolution.7–24 The narrowest transition so far reported
is 4 MHz ~50.0001 cm21) in the case of a pure vibrational
Q1~0! transition @v51←0, J50←0# of a D2 molecule in
solid parahydrogen.7 The sharpness is a result of the small
mass of hydrogen and weak intermolecular interaction. At
the temperature of liquid He, all parahydrogen molecules
occupy theJ50 rotational state. Due to the spherical nature
of theJ50 rotational wavefunction, the homogeneous broad-
ening of solid parahydrogen decreases drastically. Moreover,
the inhomogeneous broadening is almost negligible in solid
parahydrogen because the crystal defects could be self-
repaired due to the large zero-point lattice vibration as a
result of the small mass of hydrogen. Thus, both homoge-
neous and inhomogeneous broadening are almost completely
suppressed in solid parahydrogen to exhibit extremely nar-
row linewidth. The narrow spectral linewidth allows us to
observe fine spectral structures originating in subtle interac-
tions in the condensed phase.
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Here we report the first high-resolution study of the pure
vibrational overtone transitionQ2~0! @v52←0, J50←0# of
solid parahydrogen. TheQn~0! transitions in solid hydrogen
become infrared active only upon interaction with internal or
external electric field as is briefly described in the next sec-
tion. Thus, high-resolution spectroscopy of theQn~0! transi-
tions gives us detailed and accurate information on intermo-
lecular interactions and the nature of excited states in the
condensed phase. The sharpness of theQ2~0! transition al-
lowed us to directly observe discrete energy levels of the
weakly confined vibron of thev52 state in solid parahydro-
gen. Moreover, it is found that the quantum nature of solid
parahydrogen can be clearly drawn from the frequency
analysis of the observed spectral structure.

The mechanism of the pure vibrational transition of solid
parahydrogen is briefly summarized in Sec. II. The experi-
mental setups for high-resolution laser spectroscopy in the
near-infrared region is described in Sec. III. The experimen-
tal results are given in Sec. IV, which follows the theoretical
background and analysis in Secs. V and VI. The discussion
on the determined parameters is given in Sec. VII.

II. Qn„0… OPTICAL ABSORPTION IN SOLID
PARAHYDROGEN

Since the hydrogen molecule is a homonuclear diatomic
molecule, the dipole transition of vibrational transition is in-
frared inactive. Nonetheless, various infrared absorption has
been observed in solid hydrogen. Those transitions become
infrared active upon interaction with the electric field. Be-
cause of the polarizabilitya of the hydrogen molecule, in-
ternal or external electric fieldE induces dipole momentm
5aE on the hydrogen molecule, which interacts with pho-
tons.

Pure rotation and rotation-vibration transitions ofS
(DJ52!,8 U (DJ54!,9 W (DJ56!,9–11 andY (DJ58! ~Ref.
11! types become active through instantaneous dipole mo-
ment induced by the fluctuation of the electric field of sur-
rounding hydrogen molecules. Pure vibrational transitions of
the Q (DJ50! type have also been observed,7,12–15 but the
mechanism is different. The instantaneous fluctuation of the
electric field which inducesDJ.0 transitions does not in-
duce theQ (DJ50! type transition. The permanent electric
field is indispensable to induce theQ-type transition. It has
shown that theQ-type transition of pure parahydrogen crys-
tal is induced by external electric fields such as a laser field
~stimulated Raman effect!16 or a static electric field~Condon
effect!.17,18 The electric field of ions produced in solid hy-
drogen also induces theQ-type transition.19,20 The observed
Q1~0! transition induced by external fields showed extremely
sharp line due to theDk50 momentum selection rule.

On the other hand, the internal electric field of the quad-
rupole moment of the orthohydrogen impurity also induces
the Q-type absorption of parahydrogen crystal. But the tran-
sition mechanism is completely different from that induced
by the external electric field. Parahydrogen, havingI 50
nuclear spin angular momentum, occupies theJ50 rotational
state at liquid He temperature; therefore, it has no permanent
multipole moment of any order. Contrarily, the orthohydro-
gen having theI 51 nuclear spin angular momentum occu-

pies theJ51 rotational state at the low temperatures. Be-
cause of the nonspherical nature of theJ51 rotational wave
function, the orthohydrogen has quadrupole moment, which
induces dipole moment on the surrounding hydrogen mol-
ecules to cause theQ (DJ50! type transitions. Upon theQ
transitions, the inducer orthohydrogen changes its value of
the quantum numberM which is the projection of the rota-
tional angular momentum. Thus the pure vibrationalQn~0!
transition induced by orthohydrogen is a simultaneous tran-
sition which should be written asQn~0!1Q0~1!.25 But herein
it will be referred to simply as theQn~0! transition.

Since theQn~0! absorption is a simultaneous transition
which occurs near orthohydrogen impurities, the final state
of the transition is not the same as that of theQn~0! transition
induced by the external field. For example, although thev51
vibrational excited state of solid parahydrogen has a band
width of 4 cm21, the Q1~0! transition induced by external
electric fields~stimulated Raman or Condon effects! shows
extremely sharp linewidth, because only thek50 of the vi-
bron band is optically accessible from the ground state. On
the other hand, theQ1~0! infrared absorption of solid parahy-
drogen induced by orthohydrogen shows a broad spectrum
with a width of 4 cm21. Since it is a simultaneous transition
with orthohydrogen, the optical selection ruleDk50 does
not hold so that the entire vibron band becomes infrared
active. The spectral shape is roughly proportional to the den-
sity of states of thev51 vibron state, which means that the
vibron is delocalized almost completely throughout the entire
crystal.26

The second overtoneQ3~0! absorption of solid parahy-
drogen has been studied with high-resolution by Dickson
et al.14,27 They observed several lines at approximately
11 758 cm21. The spectral structure has been interpreted as
theM sublevel splitting of the inducer orthohydrogen. In this
case, thev53 excited state is considered to be localized on a
hydrogen molecule next to orthohydrogen. The breakdown
of the symmetry upon excitation lifts the degeneracy of the
M sublevel, which was detected as a spectral structure of the
Q3~0! absorption.

The first overtoneQ2~0! absorption at 8070 cm21 has
been observed with low-resolution.28 A Fourier-transform in-
frared~FTIR! spectrum observed by Welikyet al.21 showed a
doublet with a spacing of 0.5 cm21, but no further spectral
structure was resolved. Later, Mengelet al. observed the
Q2~0! absorption at a resolution of 0.009 cm21.22 At low
orthohydrogen concentration, they saw only the doublet re-
ported by Welikyet al., but also a somewhat broader feature
attributable, according to the analysis of Dicksonet al. for
Q3~0!, to transition induced by next nearest neighbor ortho-
hydrogen monomers. TheQ2~0! absorption of crystals con-
taining higher orthohydrogen concentration has also been
studied by Mengelet al. They observed quite complicated
spectra, which were interpreted as to the transitions of dimer,
trimer and larger clusters of orthohydrogen molecules in
parahydrogen crystals.

No studies of theQ2~0! transition with high-resolution
better than 0.009 cm21 have been performed until now be-
cause of the lack of commercially available laser sources in
this frequency region. We have developed a new laser system
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for high-resolution spectroscopy in this near infrared
region.29 Here, we report our new observations of theQ2~0!
transition of a crystal of low orthohydrogen concentration
using this new laser system. We have observed more com-
plicated spectral structure than theQ3~0! transition observed
by Dicksonet al.We found that this spectral structure is due
to the discrete vibron energy levels of thev52 vibron state
in addition to theM sublevel splitting of the inducer ortho-
hydrogen. Details of the observed spectrum and its analysis
are discussed in the following sections.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Sample

Pure parahydrogen gas was produced by passing normal
liquid hydrogen through globules of hydrous ferric oxide
~Ionex Research Co., Mesh size 30350! kept at 13.8 K in a
homemade ortho-para converter.30 The equilibrium ortho-
para ratio at this temperature was calculated to be;1025.
The parahydrogen gas thus produced was stored in a gas
cylinder at room temperature and then used for the prepara-
tion of the sample. Back conversion from parahydrogen to
orthohydrogen was found to be almost negligible for a few
days even at room temperature, in the absence of a magnetic
field.

Parahydrogen crystals were grown in an optical cell
made of copper, which was attached beneath the liquid He
reservoir of a helium cryostat. The cell was an enclosed type,
and both ends were sealed with BaF2 windows for optical
observations. The length and diameter of the cell were 10 cm
and 2 cm, respectively. Parahydrogen gas of about 100
cm3/min was introduced into the cell through a 1/16 in. stain-
less steel tube. The cell was kept at 8.0 K during crystal
growth. The crystal grew radially inwards from the copper
surface. The entire cell except a small portion of the cylin-
drical center was filled with completely transparent crystal.
After crystal growth, the temperature of the crystal was care-
fully lowered to 5.0 K for optical absorption experiments. At
this temperature all parahydrogen molecules occupied the

J50 rotational state, while orthohydrogen occupied theJ51
state. The actual ratio of ortho/para in this experiment was
estimated to be about 1.031024 from the intensity of the
Q1(1) transitions observed by a FTIR spectrometer.25 The
crystal structure thus grown has been proved to be hexagonal
close-packed crystal with itsc-axis pointing towards the ra-
dial direction of the cylindrical cell.31

B. Laser system

In order to carry out high-resolution spectroscopy of the
Q2~0! transition of solid parahydrogen at 8070 cm21, we
developed a new tunable continuous-wave~CW! mid-
infrared laser system based on the difference-frequency mix-
ing. Details of the laser system have been published
elsewhere.29 The block diagram of the laser system is shown
in Fig. 1. Radiation from a CW ring-dye-laser~Coherent
Inc., Model 899-29! at around 18 000 cm21 was mixed with
another laser radiation from a CW ring-Ti:sapphire-laser
~Coherent Inc., Model 899-21! at around 10 000 cm21 in a
potassium-titanyl phosphate~KTiOPO4; KTP! crystal to gen-
erate CW infrared radiation at around 8000 cm21. The spec-
tral purity of both ring-laser radiations was about 1 MHz.
The KTP crystal, which is a biaxial crystal, was placed so
that thexy plane was parallel to the optical table on which
all system were securely tightened. The two laser radiations
were coaxially introduced at 45° to thex axis of the crystal
in the xy-plane. The laser radiations were focused with a
10-cm-focal-length BaF2 lens. Configuring both input laser
radiations to be horizontally polarized by half-wave plates
(l/2), we obtained the oscillation of difference-frequency
vertically polarized relative to the optical table. The
difference-frequency mixing was the type II oscillation de-
scribed in the previous paper (e2e→o).29 The conversion
efficiency was about 531023; and we obtained approxi-
mately 150mW of the difference-frequency laser radiation
from 200 mW of the dye laser and 150 mW of the Ti:sap-
phire laser radiations. The generated infrared radiation was

FIG. 1. The schematic diagram of the
difference-frequency laser system used
in this study: KTP, a potassium titanyl
phosphate ~KTiOPO4) crystal; l/2,
half-wave plate; Ge, Germanium plate
to separate IR radiation from visible;
B. S., beamsplitter;L( f 510), 10-cm-
focal-length BaF2 lenses; mod, modu-
lators ~a chopper or an EO modulator
for the tone-burst detection!. See text
for other notations.
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separated from the two ring-laser radiations by a Ge filter,
and then the radiation was introduced in a parahydrogen
crystal to observe its absorption.

The frequency scan was carried out by scanning the fre-
quencies of the dye laser radiation while fixing the frequency
of the Ti:sapphire laser radiation. The scan was controlled by
a computer using theAUTOSCAN program ~Coherent Inc.!.
The frequency stability of the infrared radiation was roughly
a few MHz. As for the frequency measurement, the absolute
frequency of the difference-frequency radiation itself was not
measured directly, but each frequency of the dye and the
Ti:sapphire laser radiations was measured separately by
wavemeters. Since the accuracy of the each wavemeter was
0.01 cm21, the maximum error of the absolute wave num-
bers in this study could be 0.01 cm21. However, relative
wave number accuracy of the measurements was less than
0.0001 cm21, which was ensured by the frequency stability
of the two ring-laser systems. The relative wave number ac-
curacy is important in the following discussion, but the ab-
solute wave number is not significant.

For the detection of signals, we employed the tone-burst
modulation technique32,33 in addition to the standard chopper
modulation. The chopper modulation is useful for recording
real spectral shape, but the tone-burst modulation is better
for sensitive detection. The sensitivityDI /I of our tone-burst
modulation is about 1025, which is roughly two orders of
magnitude better than the sensitivity of the chopper modula-
tion. For the tone-burst modulation of this study, the side
band oscillation of the dye laser radiation was generated in
an EO modulator~MgO doped LiNbO3 crystal! driven by
radio frequencies~RF! of 5–100 MHz. The RF was switched
on and off at a rate of 30 kHz, and the signal was demodu-
lated at this frequency by a lock-in amplifier. The tone-burst
detection enhances the spectral structure whose width is
close to the RF. Because of the demodulation scheme, the
tone-burst spectrum appears as a second derivative-type line
shape.

IV. OBSERVED SPECTRA

Figure 2 shows a low-resolution absorption spectrum in
the region of the first overtone vibrational transition. The
spectrum was recorded using a Bruker FTIR spectrometer
~IFS-120HR! at a resolution of 0.01 cm21. The concentration
of orthohydrogen was estimated to be less than 0.01%. A
sharp absorption at about 8070 cm21 is the first overtone
pure vibration transition of parahydrogen@Q2~0!# while the
weak peak at 8060 cm21 is that of orthohydrogen@Q2~1!#.
Broad absorption at the higher frequencies around 8150
cm21 is the accompanying phonon band of theQ2~0! transi-
tion. Transitions in the region of 8300–8600 cm21 have
been assigned to theS2~0! transition and simultaneous tran-
sitionsQ1~0!1Q1~1! andQ2~0!1S0~0! as annotated in Fig.
2.22,34With the resolution of 0.01 cm21, theQ2~0! transition
appeared as a doublet with a spacing of 0.3 cm21. But it
turned out that each component actually consists of many
sharp lines.

The inset panel~b! of Fig. 2 shows a high-resolution
spectrum of theQ2~0! transition observed by the difference-
frequency laser system with the chopper modulation. The

Q2~0! transition consists of a doublet whose lower frequency
component appears at 8070.23 cm21 and the higher compo-
nent appears at 8070.55 cm21. The spectral structure of the
Q2~0! transition is similar to that of theQ3~0! previously
reported,14 but the fine structure of theQ2~0! is more com-
plicated than that of theQ3~0!. The upper panel~a! of Fig. 3
shows an enlargement spectrum of each component observed
at 5.0 K, while Fig. 4 shows the spectrum observed by the
tone-burst modulation with RF sideband of 10 MHz. The
finer component is more clearly separated in Fig. 4 than that
observed by the chopper modulation. The lower frequency
component consists of 8 sharp lines, while the upper compo-
nent 10 lines. TheQ3~0! transition shows similar spectral
structure with a large spacing of 0.5 cm21, but the lower
component consists of only 4 lines and the upper component,
6 lines.14 Roughly speaking, theQ2~0! transition has twice as
many lines as theQ3~0! transition.

FIG. 2. Infrared absorption spectrum of solid parahydrogen in the wave
number region of 7900–8600 cm21. ~a! Overview of the spectrum observed
by FT spectrometer~resolution 0.01 cm21). ~b! High resolution spectrum of
the Q2~0! transition observed by the difference frequency laser system with
chopper modulation.

FIG. 3. Enlargement of the spectrum shown in the inset panel of Fig. 2. The
chopper modulation was used.~a! The spectrum observed at 5.0 K.~b! The
spectrum observed at 8.0 K.
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The upper panel~a! of Fig. 4 shows the spectrum when
the polarization of the light is parallel to the crystalc-axis,
whereas the lower panel~b! shows the spectrum when the
polarization of the light is perpendicular to the crystalc-axis.
Each finer spectral line shows definite polarization depen-
dence. The transition frequencies and its polarization relative
to the crystalc-axis are summarized in Table I. As was al-
ready mentioned in the experimental section, the absolute
wave number accuracy in Table I is about 0.01 cm21, but the
relative wave number accuracy among each transition is bet-
ter than 0.0001 cm21.

The lower panel~b! of Fig. 3 shows a chopper spectrum
observed at 8.0 K. The full-width-at-half-maximum
~FWHM! of each finer spectral peak was about 20 MHz
~0.0007 cm21) at 5.0 K, but it became 1.5 times broader at
8.0 K. Such a drastic increase of the spectral width with the
rise of the temperature has been observed in the case of
vibration-rotation transition of CD4 molecule embedded in
parahydrogen crystals.35 The drastic increase of the width of
CD4 has been interpreted to result from the pure dephasing
of the vibrationally excited state. The broadening shown in
Fig. 3 is also attributed to the pure dephasing of thev52
vibrational excited state.

We have observed a broadening of the linewidth for
crystals which contain higher concentration of orthohydro-
gen. This broadening is due to the inhomogeneous quadru-
pole field of orthohydrogen molecules in the crystal. The
mechanism of the broadening has been discussed in the case
of the D2 impurity transition in solid parahydrogen.36 The
spectrum shown in Figs. 3 and 4 is that of the crystal con-
taining the smallest concentration of orthohydrogen we could
obtain.

Comparing these spectra with the FTIR spectra of the
Q2~0! transition reported by Mengelet al.22 ~Fig. 7 of their
paper!, it is obvious that the fine spectral structures shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 must be attributed to theQ2~0! transition in-
duced by an isolated orthohydrogen molecule in the parahy-
drogen crystal, but not to transitions of dimer, trimer, and
higher clusters of orthohydrogen molecule.

In the case of theQ3~0! transition, several additional
weak peaks have been observed in the middle of the large
splitting of 0.5 cm21. Dicksonet al. concluded that the dou-
blet is theQ3~0! transition of parahydrogen next to orthohy-
drogen, while the weak peaks are that of parahydrogen of
next-nearest-neighbor of the orthohydrogen. We have also
observed a weak transition in the middle of the doublet
shown in theQ2~0! transition. Figure 5 shows a tone-burst
spectrum of the weak transition. We observed a doublet at
around 8070.45 cm21 with a splitting of 0.0055 cm21, but
the transition was too weak to observe further spectral struc-
ture, contrary to the case of theQ3~0! transition.

V. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In this section, we describe a theoretical framework for
the analysis of the observed spectral structure. The general
theory of rotation-vibration states of solid hydrogen has been
summarized in a review37 and a book.1 A theory of theQ1~0!
infrared absorption has been developed by Sears and Van
Kranendonk.25 The theory is applied to the analysis of the
Q3~0! absorption by Dicksonet al.14 in which they have as-
sumed that the excited state is completely localized on one
hydrogen molecule. TheQ2~0! absorption in the present
study can be analyzed by the same theoretical framework,
but we need to extend the theory to be able to take into
account the delocalization of the vibron.

A. Hamiltonian

To make the discussion simple, we consider a pure
parahydrogen crystal which contains only one orthohydrogen
molecule in it. The crystal is assumed to be a hexagonal

FIG. 4. High-resolution spectrum of theQ2~0! transition observed by the
tone-burst modulation. A RF sideband of 10 MHz was used.~a! Polarization
of the laser radiation is parallel to the crystalc-axis. ~b! Polarization is
perpendicular.

TABLE I. The observed and calculated frequencies of theQ2~0! transition
induced by an isolated orthohydrogen molecule. The polarization and the
assignment in terms of the extended group8D3h8 38G48 are shown in the last
two columns.

Obs.

Wave number
~cm21)
calc.a

Obs.2calc.
(3104) Polarization

Symmetry
label

Lower band
8070.2250 8070.2251 20.6 perpendicular aE9←aE9
8070.2276 8070.2277 21.4 parallel aA19←aA28
8070.2287 8070.2285 21.8 parallel aE8←aE9
8070.2297 8070.2296 1.1 perpendicularaA19←aE9
8070.2316 8070.2316 20.3 perpendicular aE9←aE9
8070.2345 8070.2344 0.7 perpendicularaE9←aE9
8070.2355 8070.2355 0.4 perpendicularaE8←aA28
8070.2365 8070.2365 20.3 parallel aA19←aA28

Higher band
8070.5371 8070.5371 20.3 perpendicular aE9←aE9
8070.5397 8070.5396 1.1 perpendicularaA19←aE9
8070.5436 8070.5436 20.2 parallel aE8←aE9
8070.5444 8070.5442 1.9 perpendicularaE9←aE9
8070.5465 8070.5465 20.3 parallel aA19←aA28
8070.5489 8070.5491 22.0 perpendicular aE9←aE9
8070.5506 8070.5506 0.4 perpendicularaE8←aA28
8070.5564 8070.5563 1.2 parallel aE8←aE9
8070.5588 8070.5588 20.4 perpendicular aE9←aE9
8070.5633 8070.5632 0.8 perpendicularaE8←aA28

aOrigin of theQ2~0! transition is fixed ton058070.4540 cm21
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close-packed~hcp! structure without any defects. All parahy-
drogen molecules occupies theJ50 rotational state, while
the orthohydrogen occupies theJ51 state.

The total Hamiltonian necessary for the analysis of the
Q2~0! transition is generally expressed asH5H rot-vib

1H int , where H rot-vib is a sum of the rotation-vibration
Hamiltonian of each hydrogen molecule, andH int is the
Hamiltonian arising from the intermolecular interaction be-
tween hydrogen molecules. We assume that the rotational
quantum numberJ is a good quantum number in the crystal;
and thus, the rotation-vibration Hamiltonian is that of the
standard Hamiltonian of the gas phase molecules.38 As for
the interaction Hamiltonian, it can be divided into three parts
as H int5Vcrystal1Hhop1VStark. The first termVcrystal is the
crystal field potential arising from the dispersion interaction
between hydrogen molecules. The second termHhop repre-
sents the vibron hopping Hamiltonian which is responsible
for the delocalization of thev52 vibron in solid parahydro-
gen. The third termVStark is the Stark field potential due to
the quadrupolar field of the central orthohydrogen. Each term
in H int is discussed separately subsequently.

1. Crystal field potential V crystal

Each hydrogen molecule is under the potential which
arises from the dispersion interaction between hydrogen mol-
ecules. We call this potential the ‘‘crystal field potential.’’ In
the first order approximation, the crystal field is a sum of the
pair potential of every possible pair of hydrogen molecules.
However, to avoid complexity, the crystal field potential of a
completely pure parahydrogen crystal is taken herein as the
reference of the potential. Thus, as the effective crystal field
potential, we only consider the change of the pair interaction
of the pure parahydrogen crystal by the substitution of an
orthohydrogen molecule as well as by the vibrational excita-
tion of the parahydrogen molecule. Since the isotropic inter-

action changes only the transition frequency of the entire
band, we consider only the anisotropic interaction between
the orthohydrogen and parahydrogen, which changes theM
states of the central orthohydrogen molecules. Consequently,
the isotropic interaction can be effectively included in the
band origin inH rot-vib .

The pair type interaction between orthohydrogen~mol-
ecule 1! and parahydrogen~molecule 2! is generally ex-
pressed as1

A~R,v1 ,v2!5 (
l 1 ,l 2 ,m

Al 1l 2m~R!Cl 1m~v1!Cl 2m̄~v2!, ~1!

whereR is the intermolecular distance, andv1 ,v2 are the
orientations of orthohydrogen and parahydrogen molecules
with respect to the axis between two molecules~pair-axis!.
The symbolClm(v) expresses the Racah spherical harmon-
ics, which is related to the standard spherical harmonics
Ylm(v) as

Clm~v!5S 4p

2l 11D 1/2

Ylm~v!. ~2!

The coefficientAl 1l 2m in Eq. ~1! is a function of the distance
R.

From the symmetry of hydrogen molecule, only even
numbers ofl 1 , l 2, andm survive in the summation in Eq.~1!.
Furthermore, since the interaction between theJ50 andJ51
states is being considered, only terms withl 152, l 250 have
a nonzero interaction. If the distance between two hydrogen
molecules are assumed to be rigidly fixed atR0, the aniso-
tropic interaction in Eq.~1! between theJ50 parahydrogen
andJ51 orthohydrogen becomes

V~R0 ,v1!5B0~R0!C20~v1!, ~3!

where B0(R0)[A200(R0). However, because of the small
mass of hydrogen molecules, the amplitude of zero-point in-
termolecular vibration is considerably large so that the devia-
tion from the equilibrium distanceR0 needs to be explicitly
taken into account in the pair potential between hydrogen
molecules. Such a treatment has been discussed by Luryi and
Van Kranendonk39 as the ‘‘renormalization problem.’’ If the
instantaneous positionR between two molecules is consid-
ered explicitly, the anisotropic interaction potential should be
written as

Ṽ~R0 ,v1!5B̃0~R0!C20~v1!

1B̃2~R0!@C22~v1!1C22̄~v1!#, ~4!

instead of Eq.~3!. In Eq. ~4!, the tilde put over the potential
Ṽ and the coefficientB̃0 , B̃2 indicates that the instantaneous
position is renormalized in them. The coefficientsB̃0 andB̃2

are related to the coefficientB0 in Eq. ~3! and to the devia-
tion of the distance, that isuR2R0u, whose explicit expres-
sion is discussed in Sec. VII.

The crystal field potential of the crystal is obtained by
taking all the sums of the pair interaction in Eq.~4! between
the orthohydrogen and the surrounding parahydrogen mol-
ecules. Since the quantum effect discussed above is impor-
tant only for the nearest-neighbor pairs but not for distant

FIG. 5. Spectrum of the next-nearest-neighborQ2~0! transition. The transi-
tion appears at approximately 8070.45 cm21. The spacing of the doublet is
0.0055 cm21. Since the absolute wave number was hard to determine with
our laser system, only the wave number shift relative to the lower compo-
nent of the doublet is shown.
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pairs, Eq.~4! is only applied to the pairs between orthohy-
drogen and its nearest-neighbor parahydrogen molecules,
while Eq. ~3! is used for other pairs.

The sum can be calculated by using the transformation
of the coordinates from the pair-axis to the crystal-axis as

C2m~v1!5(
n

Dnm
2 ~R!C2n~V!, ~5!

whereV is the orientation of orthohydrogen relative to the
crystal-axis andR is the orientation of the pair-axis between
the orthohydrogen and parahydrogen with respect to the
crystal axis. The functionDnm

2 (R) is the Wigner rotation
matrix.40 The definition of the Wigner rotation matrixD is
the same as that employed by Van Kranendonk in his book.1

When all parahydrogen molecules are in the ground
state, the crystal field potential is found to be

Vgr~V,R0!5e2cC20~V!. ~6!

The coefficiente2c is the so-called crystal field parameter. In
this case, only the term proportional toC20(V) survives be-
cause of the symmetry of the crystal around the orthohydro-
gen molecule, even if we use Eq.~4! for the nearest neigh-
boring pairs.

When one of the parahydrogen molecules is in the vibra-
tionally excited state, the crystal field potential becomes
more complicated than that of the ground state. Because of
the different polarizabilities for different vibrational states,
pair interaction of the vibrationally excited parahydrogen
with the orthohydrogen is different from that of the ground
state parahydrogen. When thejth parahydrogen molecule is
excited to its vibrationally excited state, the crystal field po-
tential can be expressed as

Vex~V,R0!

5e2cC20~V!1DB̃0 (
m8522

2

Dm80
2

~Rj !Dm80
2* ~V!

1DB̃2 (
m8522

2

@Dm82
2

~Rj !1Dm82̄
2

~Rj !#Dm80
2* ~V!, ~7!

where the first term of the right-hand side is the ground state
crystal field potential and the second term is the correction
due to the vibrational excitation. The symbolRj is the Euler
angle which represents the orientation of the pair-axis be-
tween thejth parahydrogen molecule and the orthohydrogen
molecule relative to the crystal-axis. The symbolDB̃n (n50
or 2! representsB̃n

ex2B̃n , whereB̃n
ex is the coefficient of the

pair interaction potential in Eq.~4! between the vibrationally
excited parahydrogen and the orthohydrogen molecules. It
should be noted that the parameterDB̃2 related to the quan-
tum effect appears explicitly in Eq.~7!.

2. Vibron hopping Hamiltonian H hop

Delocalization of the vibrationally excited state occurs
through derivatives of the dispersion interaction between
molecules. Since the dispersion interactionVdisp between two
hydrogen molecules (i and j ) is a function of the vibrational

coordinate of each molecule, the interaction can be expanded
as a power series of each vibrational coordinateqi andqj as

Vdisp5Vdisp
0 1 (

k5 i , j

]Vdisp

]qk
qk1 (

k,k85 i , j

]2Vdisp

]qk]qk8
qkqk8

1•••, ~8!

where Vdisp
0 is the value ofVdisp with qi5qj50. Let u i &

5uv i52,v j50& be the state in whichith parahydrogen mol-
ecule is in its vibrationally excited state, andu j &5uv i50,v j

52& be the statejth molecule is in its vibrationally excited
state. The two states interact with each other through the
fourth derivative term in Eq.~8!, because the matrix element,

s45
]4Vdisp

]qi
2]qj

2 ^v i50,v j52uqi
2qj

2uv i52,v j50& ~9!

has nonzero values. Without this interaction, the two excited
states degenerate. However, the nonzero matrix element in
Eq. ~9! lifts the degeneracy of the two states with a mixing of
the wave function betweenu i & andu j &. Physically, this inter-
action causes the hopping of thev52 vibrational state in the
crystal. The matrix elements4 in Eq. ~9! for the nearest
neighboring pairs is often called the hopping frequency.

The order of the hopping frequency of the pure vibra-
tional states in solid parahydrogen has been discussed by
Dicksonet al.14 They showed that the hopping frequency is
reduced by two orders of magnitude as the vibrational quan-
tum numberv increases by one. Since the hopping frequency
of the v51 vibrational state is calculated to be25.7 GHz
~520.19 cm21) from the spectral width of theQ1~0! infra-
red absorption,26,12 the hopping frequency of thev52 vibra-
tional state is estimated to be2150 MHz ~520.005 cm21).

3. Stark field potential V Stark

The electric field of the quadrupole moment of the ortho-
hydrogen induces dipole moments on surrounding parahy-
drogen molecules, but it also changes the energy of sur-
rounding hydrogen molecules by the Stark effect. It is clear
that the energy shift of the 12 nearest-neighbor parahydrogen
molecules to the orthohydrogen is much larger than that of
the next-nearest-neighbor hydrogen molecules. The differ-
ence of the energy shift of parahydrogen molecules at differ-
ent distances is of importance for the discussion of the vi-
bron hopping, because the Stark energy appears in the
diagonal matrix elements of each localized vibrationally ex-
cited state, while the vibron hopping appears in off-diagonal
matrix elements.

The energy we have to consider for the analysis of vi-
bron hopping is the difference of the Stark energy between
the excited and ground vibrational state. Explicitly, the en-
ergy difference of theith parahydrogen molecule which is
separated from the orthohydrogen by a distanceRi can be
written as

DEi52 1
2 ~av522av50! (

m521

11

~21!mEm~Ri !E2m~Ri !,

~10!
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whereEm(Ri) is the spherical component of the electric field
of the quadrupole moment of the orthohydrogen at the posi-
tion Ri , and av52 and av50 are the polarizabilities of the
parahydrogen molecule in thev52 excited state and the
ground state, respectively. If the energyDEi is considerably
larger compared to the hopping frequency, the vibron cannot
hop from one to the other localizing the vibron in a limited
region.

The electric field of the quadrupole moment of the ortho-
hydrogen at the distance ofR53.783 Å ~Ref. 41! is roughly
100 MV/cm. Using the known values ofav5256.3729 a.u.
and av5055.4139 a.u.,42 the DEi at the nearest-neighbor
hydrogen molecules is calculated to beDEnn;20.01 cm21.
The energy is about the same order as the hopping frequency
given in Eq.~9! so that it is necessary to take into account for
the analysis. On the other hand, the energyDEi of the next-
nearest-neighbor hydrogen molecules is calculated to be
;20.0014 cm21 which is already negligibly small.

B. Basis function and its symmetry

Rotation-vibration states in the crystal is expressed as a
linear combination of the basis function which is a product
of the rotation-vibration functionuJ,M & for each hydrogen
molecule. We consider a crystal ofN molecules all in the
J50 rotational state and one orthohydrogen molecule in the
J51 rotational state. The ground state basis function is writ-
ten as

uM &5uJ51,M & )
j

N

uv50,J50& j , ~11!

whereM ~50, 61! is the projection of the rotational angular
momentumJ of the orthohydrogen. The basis function for
the vibrationally excited state in whichkth parahydrogen
molecule is excited to thev52 state is expressed as

uMk&5uJ51,M & uv52,J50&k )
j Þk

N

uv50,J50& j . ~12!

The eigenfunction is a linear combination of the above basis
functions as

u i &5(
M

dM
i uM & ~13!

for the ground state and

u j &5(
Mk

dMk
j uM ,k& ~14!

for the excited state, wheredM
i anddMk

j are the coefficients
obtained by diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix de-
scribed above.

The hcp lattice belongs to theD3h point group, while the
orthohydrogen to theG45$Ē,(12)̄,Ē* ,(12)̄* % permutation
inversion group. Thus, by taking an appropriate linear com-
bination, the above basis function can be symmetrized in
terms of the irreducible representations of the extended
group8D3h8 38G48 . The idea of the extended group has been
introduced by Reddington and Milligan for the classification
of the rotation-vibration states of diatomic molecules in

crystals.43 Generalization of the theory has been discussed by
Miller and Decius.44 The extended group pertinent to the
present system has already been discussed by Chanet al.24

This group is isomorphic toD6h point group, and the char-
acter table is given in Table I of their paper.

Using the notation given in their paper,24 three ground
states~uM &, M50, 61! are classified intoaA281aE9, while
the 36 vibrationally excited states for the first nearest-
neighbor hydrogen molecules are classified into 2aA18
13aA2814aA1913aA2915aE817aE9. Since the dipole
moment operators transform according tosA291sE8, we ex-
pect a total of 9 parallel transitions (4aA19←aA28 , 5aE8
←aE9) and 19 perpendicular transitions (5aE8←aA28 ,
(4aA1913aA2917aE9)←aE9) among these states.

C. Transition intensity

Transition intensity is calculated from the transition di-
pole moment on each parahydrogen molecules induced by
the electric field of quadrupole moment of orthohydrogen.
Using the spherical coordinates, the electric field of quadru-
pole moment at a positionR is written as1

Em~R!5~21!mA15 (
n

Q2C2n~Vo!C~123;mn̄!

3
C3 n2m* ~V!

R4
, ~15!

where Q2 is the quadrupole moment of orthohydrogen,V
andVo are the orientation of the vectorR and the orthohy-
drogen molecule, respectively, relative to the crystal-axis,
and m50, 61. The symbol C~123;mn̄) is the Clebsch–
Gordan coefficient. Themth component of the induced di-
pole moment of a parahydrogen atR is expressed as

mm5aEm~R!2
A10

3
g(

m
C~211;m m2m!

3C2m~Vp!Em2m~R!, ~16!

wherea andg are the off-diagonal elements of the isotropic
and anisotropic polarizabilities between thev50 andv52
states, respectively,Vp is the orientation of the parahydrogen
molecule relative to the crystal-axis, andm50, 61. The sec-
ond term in Eq.~16! can be disregarded in the present analy-
sis, since we only consider pure vibrational transition of a
J50 molecule. Thus, the induced dipole moment on theith
parahydrogen molecule becomes

mm5A35aQ2

1

Ri
4 (

m
C~231;m m2m!C2m~Vo!

3
C3 m2m* ~Vo→ i !

Ri
4

, ~17!

whereRi is the distance between theith parahydrogen and
the orthohydrogen molecule, andVo→ i is the orientation of
the pair-axis between theith parahydrogen and the orthohy-
drogen molecule relative to the crystal-axis. As a result, the
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transition moment between the ground stateu i & in Eq. ~13!
and the excited stateu j & in Eq. ~14! becomes,

^ j u(
l

mm~ l !u i &5(
k

A35Q2a20

Rk
4 (

MM8m

dM8k
j dM

i

3(
J

C~13J;M1m m2m!

3C~13J;M 80!

3DM1m m2m
J * ~Vo→k!C~121;000!

3C~121;Mm!C~231;m m2m!, ~18!

where a20 is the matrix element̂ v8J8uauvJ&5^20uau00&.
The above equation is used for the calculation of transition
intensities.

VI. ANALYSIS OF THE OBSERVED SPECTRA

Nonlinear least-squares fitting calculations were carried
out to analyze the observed spectra. The parameterse2c ,
DB̃0 , DB̃2, ands4 were used as the fitting parameters. The
center frequency of theQ2~0! transition n0 and the Stark
stabilization energy for the nearest-neighbor parahydrogen
DEnn are fixed to the values ofn058070.4540 cm21 and
DEnn520.0109 cm21, respectively, during the fitting pro-
cedure. As the basis function we included up to the fourth
nearest-neighbor hydrogen molecules in the calculation.

Since the parametersDB̃0 andDB̃2 are functions of the
inverse of the distance, those for next-nearest-neighbors are
expected to be quite smaller than those for the nearest-
neighbors. Therefore, we only consider the parametersDB̃0

andDB̃2 for the nearest-neighbor hydrogen molecules.
There are twelve nearest-neighbor hydrogen molecules

in the hcp lattice; six molecules are in the same hexagonal
plane and three are in the above plane and three are in the
lower plane. Thus, there are two types of nearest-neighbor
hydrogen pairs in the hcp lattice, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The
in-plane~IP! pair is a pair of two hydrogen molecules on the
same hexagonal plane, while theout-of-plane~OP! pair is a
pair in which each molecule is in a different hexagonal plane
next to each other. Dicksonet al. found that theDB̃0 of IP

nearest-neighbor pairs and of OP pairs needed to be distin-
guished for the quantitative analysis of theQ3~0! spectrum.14

Since the crystal field potential of the vibrationally excited
stateVex(V) is a function of the orientation of the pair-axis,
the coefficients could be different between IP and OP pairs.
Following Dickson’s discussion,14 we also assumed that both
DB̃0 andDB̃2 are different for the IP and OP pairs. Actually
we could not obtain good fitting without using different pa-
rameters for these two coefficients. Thus, we used a total of
six parameters,e2c , DB̃0

IP , DB̃0
OP, DB̃2

IP , DB̃2
OP, ands4 for

the fitting of the spectrum.
Figure 7 depicts how the energies of the vibrationally

excited states split with each interaction discussed above.
The crystal fielde2c slightly lifts the degeneracy ofM into
M50 and M561 as shown in Fig. 7~a!. The crystal field
potentialDB̃0 andDB̃2 split the threeM levels widely—one
of them has lower energy and two of them have higher en-
ergy as shown in~b! and ~c! in Fig. 7. Observed large split-
ting of 0.3 cm21 is due to this effect. Because of the differ-
ence of IP and OP pairs of the parametersDB̃0 andDB̃2, the
vibrationally excited state has a total of two levels in the
lower energy levels and four levels in the higher energy lev-
els.

If we assume that the vibron is localized on one parahy-
drogen molecule, we expect 4 allowed transitions in the
lower band and 7 transitions in the higher band. This ex-
plains theQ3~0! spectrum as discussed by Dicksonet al.14 In
the Q2~0! transition, however, more splitting has been ob-
served in both lower and higher frequency bands as is seen in
Figs. 3 and 4. These extra splittings are due to the vibron
hopping interaction. The splitting due to the hopping is de-
picted in Fig. 7~d!.

The energy diagram shown in Fig. 7 together with the
theoretical intensities calculated from Eq.~18! allowed us to
assign all the observed transitions. The parameters deter-
mined by the least squares fitting method are listed in

FIG. 6. In-plane~IP! and out-of-plane~OP! pair configurations. The 12
nearest-neighbors of central orthohydrogen~displayed as ellipses! are
shown. Molecules in the same basal plane are connected by solid lines. The
IP and OP pairs are represented by a bold broken line. The crystal-axis
~XYZ! and the pair-axis~xyz! are also shown.

FIG. 7. Energy level diagrams of thev52 vibrationally excited states.~a!

Only the first terme2c of Eq. ~7! is considered.~b! The second termDB̃0 is

considered in addition to~a!. ~c! The quantum termDB̃2 is considered in
addition to~b!. ~d! Vibron hopping interaction is considered in addition to
~c!.
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Table II. The comparison of the calculated stick spectrum
with the experimental tone-burst spectrum are shown in Fig.
8. The calculated spectrum coincides well with the observed
spectrum both in its frequency and its intensity. The calcu-
lated and observed frequencies are compared in Table I.

VII. DISCUSSION

The ground state crystal field parametere2c is deter-
mined to be20.011660.002 cm21. The value is slightly
different from that determined previously from the analysis
of the Q3~0! transition.14 Since our spectral resolution is
much better than previous experiments, we believe that our
parameter is more accurate than theirs. The higher spectral
resolution is mainly due to the lower orthohydrogen concen-
tration in our sample than that of the previous sample.

The parameter gives the crystal field splitting of

d15E~M561!2E~M50!520.6e2c ~19!

for an orthohydrogen molecule in pure parahydrogen crystal.
Determination of the value and sign ofd1 has been attracting
much attention because it may explain the anomalous behav-
ior of the specific heat of solid parahydrogen.1,45 The most
accurate value ofd1 so far reported is 0.0071 cm21 by Dick-

sonet al.14 Our experimental result support their value. The
M561 level is above theM50 level and the separation
is 0.006 9660.000 12 cm21510.0160.17 mK. More discus-
sion on the parameter will be made in a forthcoming paper.46

The vibron hopping parameters4 is determined to be
20.0038 cm21. The value is roughly the same order of mag-
nitude as Dicksonet al. predicted. In Table III, the distribu-
tion of the vibron is calculated for each excited state. The
population is obtained by taking the square of the coeffi-
cients of each eigenfunction. From the table we see that
about 99% of the vibron is localized on the twelve nearest-
neighbor parahydrogen molecules. In the case of thev52
excited state, the hopping parameter is roughly on the same
order of magnitude as the Stark stabilization energy. Thus,
the v52 vibron could distribute not only to the nearest-
neighbor but also to the next-nearest-neighbor and even
more distant hydrogen molecules. However, the calculated
result indicates that the vibron is mainly localized only to the
nearest-neighbor molecules.

The localization can be explained by the effect of the
crystal field parameterDB̃0. As is depicted in Fig. 7~b!, the
parameterDB̃0 is the origin of the large splitting between the
lower and upper frequency components. If we assume that
the doublet shown in Fig. 5 is the transition to the vibron
mainly populated on the next-nearest-neighbor or further hy-
drogen molecules, the splitting due toDB̃0 for the next-

TABLE II. Experimentally determined parameters. The values in parenthe-
ses are one standard deviation in the last figure.

Parameter cm21

e2c
gr 20.0116~2!

DB̃0
IP 20.5278~5!

DB̃0
OP 20.5287~5!

DB̃2
IP 20.0045~2!

DB̃2
OP 0.0149~3!

s4 20.0038~1!

FIG. 8. Calculated stick spectrum and the observed spectra.~a! and~b! The
tone-burst spectra of theQ2~0! transition with parallel~a! and perpendicular
~b! polarizations.~c! The calculated spectrum. Transitions of perpendicular
polarization are represented by solid lines, while parallel polarizations are
represented by broken lines.

TABLE III. The population density distribution of thev52 vibron near
orthohydrogen. nn~IP!: in-plane nearest-neighbor parahydrogen molecules.
nn~OP!: out-of-plane nearest-neighbors. nnn: next-nearest-neighbors. 3rd
nn: the third nearest-neighbors.

Relative
wave

numbers
~cm21)a

Sym.
label nn~IP! nn~OP! nnn 3rd nn

20.230 883 3 aA19 0.217 040 3 0.780 686 9 0.001 073 0 0.000 440 7
20.229 586 3 aA28 0.000 604 5 0.997 481 7 0.000 981 5 0.000 579 8
20.226 626 1 aE9 0.446 031 7 0.551 925 5 0.000 894 1 0.000 099 5
20.223 169 2 aE8 0.000 354 1 0.998 719 7 0.000 452 5 0.000 151 5
20.222 099 7 aA19 0.780 076 6 0.217 843 7 0.000 715 3 0.000 140 5
20.220 057 9 aE9 0.770 344 7 0.227 829 5 0.000 728 3 0.000 024 0
20.217 258 5 aE9 0.779 105 6 0.219 854 1 0.000 178 8 0.000 030 3
20.216 128 2 aA29 0.998 769 6 0.000 090 2 0.000 277 1 0.000 000 0
0.082 728 8 aA28 0.611 617 5 0.368 662 8 0.010 193 1 0.000 729 5
0.084 820 4 aE8 0.305 065 8 0.682 160 4 0.005 708 1 0.002 091 7
0.085 441 5 aE9 0.160 752 3 0.824 489 8 0.008 457 6 0.002 987 2
0.087 899 5 aA19 0.048 004 9 0.945 581 0 0.002 634 4 0.001 607 3
0.090 419 1 aA29 0.889 548 5 0.096 397 7 0.005 894 5 0.000 000 7
0.091 725 9 aA28 0.370 281 4 0.624 581 1 0.000 746 5 0.000 940 2
0.091 933 3 aE8 0.715 267 1 0.275 384 4 0.003 537 3 0.000 821 2
0.092 518 8 aE9 0.713 571 8 0.278 592 6 0.001 985 3 0.000 000 2
0.096 891 3 aE9 0.955 736 7 0.039 405 2 0.001 298 0 0.000 126 5
0.097 414 7 aE8 0.909 030 9 0.084 248 2 0.002 353 1 0.000 288 7
0.099 682 8 aA19 0.947 934 8 0.047 351 2 0.001 597 3 0.000 058 2
0.099 789 8 aA18 0.997 896 1 0.000 047 3 0.000 001 5 0.000 000 1
0.104 590 1 aE8 0.006 228 0 0.989 401 9 0.002 148 5 0.001 055 8
0.107 156 7 aE9 0.200 040 1 0.797 419 7 0.000 764 8 0.000 872 5
0.108 564 0 aA18 0.000 000 0 0.997 872 6 0.001 046 0 0.000 000 0
0.110 334 5 aA29 0.097 830 2 0.901 129 5 0.000 196 8 0.000 000 0

aThe origin of the wave numbers is taken as the wave number of the excited
state energy level without any interaction.
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nearest-neighbor molecules is only 0.0055 cm21. Thus, the
energy levels of the vibron on the nearest-neighbor hydrogen
molecules are shifted by10.1 or20.2 cm21 due to theDB̃0

term compared with the next-nearest-neighbor vibron. The
energy difference of10.1 ;20.2 cm21 is much larger than
the hopping parameter of20.0038 cm21, which suppress
the hopping of the vibron from the nearest-neighbors to the
next-nearest-neighbors. Comparison of the vibron hopping
interaction among thev5n (n51, 2, and 3! excited states of
solid parahydrogen will be discussed in more details in a
forthcoming paper.46

Next we discuss the crystal field parametersDB̃0 and
DB̃2. For the analysis of theQ3~0! transition, Dicksonet al.

only used the parameterDB̃0. We have tried to fit the ob-
served spectrum by using only the parameterDB̃0

IP and
DB̃0

OP, but we could not achieve a good fitting. We found
that the inclusion of the parametersDB̃2

IP and DB̃2
OP drasti-

cally improve the results of fitting. The significance of the
coefficientsB̃0 andB̃2 in Eq. ~4! has been discussed in detail
by Luryi and Van Kranendonk.39 They found that the coeffi-
cientsB̃0 and B̃2 are explicitly written as

B̃0~R!5B0~R!1 1
6 @^u2&R0

22~R0
2B0912R0B0826B0!

2z~R0
2B092R0B0813B0!#, ~20!

B̃2~R!5
A6

4
hB0~R!, ~21!

where B085(dB0(R)/dR)R0
, and B095(d2B0(R)/dR2)R0

.
The vectoru, defined asu5R2R0, is the instantaneous dis-
placement between two hydrogen molecules. The symbol
^ . . . & expresses the averaging over the zero-point lattice
motion. The symbolsz andh in Eqs.~20! and~21! represent
the oblateness and nonaxiality parameters defined by

z5
1

R0
2 ^ux

21uy
222uz

2&, ~22!

h5
1

R0
2 ^ux

22uy
2&, ~23!

whereux , uy , anduz are the Cartesian components of the
vectoru in terms of the pair-axis shown in Fig. 6. This ap-
proximation is known as the static phonon renormalization,
where the word ‘‘static’’ indicates that the orientation of the
central orthohydrogen molecule is fixed during the averaging
process.

From Eqs.~20! to ~23! we see that the parameterB̃0

contains information on both classical and quantum effects,
while the parameterB̃2 is a pure quantum parameter. The
parameterB̃2 is nonzero only when the parameterh has a
finite value, which originates in the nonaxiality of the zero-
point lattice vibration. A quantitative estimation ofh in the
ground state solid parahydrogen has been discussed by
Hardy et al.2,3,5 and Luryi and Van Kranendonk39 based on
the microwave spectrum of orthohydrogen pair transition and
the neutron scattering by Nielsen.47

Luryi and Van Kranendonk discussed two models in or-
der to estimate the quantum parameters. One is the aniso-
tropic Debye model and the other is the perturbed Einstein
model. The Debye model is based on the anisotropy of the
dispersion curve of the entire phonon band. On the other
hand, the Einstein model originates in the local distortion of
the lattice around the pair of nearest-neighbor molecules.
Since the vibron we are studying is closely localized around
the impurity orthohydrogen, the perturbed Einstein model is
more appropriate than the Debye model for our discussion.

It has been discussed that the nonaxiality parameterh is
different between the IP pair (h IP) and the OP pair (hOP).
Based on the perturbed Einstein model, Luryi and Van
Kranendonk have derived a relation ofh IP/hOP521/3. From
the analysis of our spectrum, we obtained the difference of
the parameterDB̃2 between the IP and OP pairs. The ratio is
uDB̃2

IP/DB̃2
OPu50.30. The ratiouDB̃2

IP/DB̃2
OPu must be related

to the ratio ofh IP/hOP according to Eqs.~21! and~23!. Since
our ratio is not the ratioB̃2

IP/B̃2
OP of the ground state, but the

ratio of the difference of the parameterB̃2 between the vi-
brationally excited state and the ground state, our ratio of
uDB̃2

IP/DB̃2
OPu50.30 cannot be compared directly with the

ratio of h IP/hOP521/3, but the similarity is worth noting.
The parameterDB̃0 is also found to be different between

IP pairs and OP pairs but the difference is very small. The
parameterDB̃0 is related to the oblateness parameterz and
the average of the zero-point deviation^u2& as is seen in Eq.
~20!. The small difference betweenDB̃0

IP andDB̃0
OP may in-

dicate that the differences betweenz IP andzOP, and between
^u2& IP and ^u2&OP are small.

There are other small interactions which we ignored in
the above analysis. TheQ2~0! excited state interacts with the
double transition stateQ1~0!1Q1~0! through the second de-
rivative of the dispersion interaction in Eq.~8! with

s25
]2Vdisp

]qi]qj
^v i51,v j51uqiqj uv i52,v j50&. ~24!

The vibron hopping frequency of this type is approximately
two orders of magnitude larger than the hopping in Eq.~24!.
Using the hopping parameter12 s2520.19 cm21 and the
transition frequencies of 8070 cm21 for the Q2~0! and of
8300 cm21 for theQ1~0!1Q1~0!, the second order perturba-
tion gives the frequency shift of about 0.000 15 cm21 for the
Q2~0! transition by this interaction. The shift of the energy is
small enough so that the mixing was disregarded in the
present analysis.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Herein we reported the first high-resolution spectro-
scopic study of the first overtone pure vibrational transition
of solid parahydrogen. The overall spectral profile is similar
to that of theQ3~0! transition, but there exists finer structures
in theQ2~0! spectrum. We observed a total of 18 transitions.
These transitions were analyzed through the consideration of
the crystal field interaction and the vibron hopping interac-
tion. By the nonlinear least-squares fitting of the observed
spectra, the vibron hopping parameters4 was determined to
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be20.0038 cm2152114 MHz. In addition to this, the crys-

tal field parametersDB̃2 were found to be significantly dif-
ferent between in-plane and out-of-plane pairs. The differ-
ence of the parameterDB̃2 is attributed to the difference of
the nonaxiality of the zero-point lattice vibration, which is a
pure quantum effect of the crystal.
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